A general optimization framework for the simultaneous operational planning of utility and 12 production systems is presented with the main purpose of reducing the energy needs and 13 material resources utilization of the overall system. The proposed mathematical model focuses 14 mainly on the utility system and considers for the utility units: (i) unit commitment constraints, 15
Introduction 28
In the highly dynamic and competitive global market with stringent environmental and safety 29 regulations, it has grown the significance of systematic operational and maintenance planning 30 for energy intensive process plants in order to maximize profit, improve plant reliability and 31 enhance the efficient management of assets, resources and energy. Major industrial facilities 32 consist of interconnected production and utility systems. The production system produces the 33 desired final products from raw materials that can undergo different production processes, such 34 as chemical reactions or separations. These processes require significant amounts of several 35 types of utilities, such as electricity, steam, industrial gases and water. In general, most 36 industrial process industries have built onsite utility systems that are directly connected via 37 pipelines to the main production system so as to satisfy its demands for utilities. 38
Combined heat and power systems, boilers, gas and steam turbines, compressor stations and 39 air separation systems are some typical examples of onsite utility systems. Combined heat and 40 power systems cogenerate electricity and heat usually from natural gas are among the most 41 important types of utility systems in process industry, because they generate efficiently the 42 main utilities needed for the operation of major equipment of the production system. In another 43 example, for a cryogenic air separation system, the atmospheric air is first compressed and then 44 undergoes a cryogenic process before being separated into its principal components (nitrogen 45 and oxygen) that constitute some of the key industrial gases used broadly in process industries. Please refer to any applicable publisher terms of use.
For instance, nitrogen may be used for inerting process vessels for cleaning purposes and 47 pipeline purging, while oxygen could be used for the oxidation of chemicals compounds [1] . 48
The interaction of the production system with utility systems in process industry is illustrated 49 in Figure 1 . Utility raw materials can be any type of fuel or other resource, such as natural gas 50 or atmospheric air. These raw materials then undergo a conversion process in utility units and 51 they generate the desired set of utilities. Compressors, boilers, turbines, combustion chambers 52 and combined heat and power systems are some representative examples of utility units. 53
Depending on the type of utilities, different types of conversion processes may take place in a 54 utility unit, such as reaction, combustion or compression. The generated utilities are then 55 supplied to the production system for its own operation and production of the final products. 56
Excessive amounts of utilities can be stored in buffer tanks (e.g., hot water), be recycled so as 57 to undergo the same process (e.g., steam), or in some cases be released to the environment 58 (e.g., exhaust heat). It is important to notice that the demands for utilities are determined by the 59 needs of the production system, as a result of the production planning problem. 60 utility unit i1 utility type e1 production system utility unit i2 utility type e2 In the open literature, the primary interest of production planning is usually in advanced 63 equipment, such as chemical reactors, distillation systems, heat exchanger networks and 64 compressor networks. An overview of operational planning and scheduling in process 65 industries can be found in Kallrath [2] . Generally speaking, apart from safety the performance 66 of a process plant is measured by the desired product quality, minimum operating cost and 67 reduced environmental impact. Modern process plants are highly integrated and involve a set 68 of complex operating equipment units that require maintenance (e.g., cleaning or parts 69 replacement) based on specialized maintenance monitoring techniques in order to perform its 70 required function in a timely manner to avoid equipment damage and the inefficient use of it. 71
Effective maintenance policies can sustain the operational level, reduce operating and fixed 72 costs and restrain the equipment unit and the overall system from entering hazardous states [3] . 73
It is clear from the above discussion that a holistic systematic approach is needed for the 74 optimization of the interconnected utility and production systems under maintenance 75 considerations in process industries. For this reason, in this work a system-wide optimization 76 framework is developed for the simultaneous operational and cleaning planning of production 77 and utility systems considering maintenance aspects in terms of cleaning operation, in order to 78 obtained solutions with enhanced energy savings and total cost reductions. 79
The paper is laid out as follows. Section 2 provides a brief literature review on the planning of 80 production and utility systems and on cleaning operations. In Section 3, the problem statement 81 of the subject study under question is formally defined. The proposed optimization framework 82 is then presented in Section 4, followed by the description and the discussion of the results of 83 all case studies in Sections 5 to 7. Finally, some concluding remarks with ongoing research 84 directions are provided in Section 8. 85
Literature Review 86

Planning of production and utility systems. 87
Most process industries, and especially the most energy intensive, have installed onsite a utility 88 system for meeting the utility requirements of the principal production system. A sequential 89 approach is typically used for the planning of utility and production systems, as is explained 90 below. First, the planning of the production system is performed considering simply upper 91 bounds on the availability of utilities. Once the production plan is derived, the utility needs of 92 the production are known. This information is then used for obtaining the operational planning 93 of the utility system. This sequential approach provides suboptimal solutions (mainly in terms 94 of energy efficiency and costs) because the two interconnected systems are not optimized at 95 the same time. For this reason, this work focuses on the simultaneous planning of utility and 96 production systems. A brief literature review on the subject follows. 97
Most previous studies have addressed either the planning of production systems [4] [5] [6] [7] or the 98 planning of utility systems independently [8] [9] [10] . There are few works that dealt with the 99 simultaneous planning of utility and production systems. For example, Agha et al.
[11] 100 presented a Resource-Task Network based mathematical model for the simultaneous planning 101 of a manufacturing and a combined heat and power plant. The results of their case studies 102 demonstrated clearly that this integrated approach reduces significantly the energy costs and 103 the emissions of greenhouse gases compared to the traditional sequential approach. In another 104 study, Zhang et al. [12] developed a mixed integer nonlinear programming model that includes 105 the heat integration of the process plant, the optimization of the utility system and coupling 106 equations for the site-scale steam integration. Zhao et al. [13] presented mathematical models 107
for the simultaneous planning of a refinery and its onsite utility system. The results of all the 108 above works showed that the integrated planning of utility and production systems could result 109 in significant energy savings, emissions and overall costs reductions. 110
Planning of cleaning operations. 111
The cleaning of specific equipment that are characterized by performance degradation (e.g., 112
due to fouling), such as compressors and heat exchangers, is one of the major maintenance 113 actions in process industry [14] [15] [16] . The purpose of these cleaning operations is to recover the 114 performance (efficiency) of equipment and that way decrease their energy consumption or 115 increase the energy savings over the operation of the equipment. There are two main cleaning 116 strategies to deal with equipment performance degradation, namely online and offline cleaning. 117
Online cleaning tasks take place without interrupting the operating status of the equipment and 118 recover partially the performance of the equipment. An example of online cleaning task is the 119 injection of a cleaning solution in the equipment while it is still under operation. Offline 120 cleaning tasks can be performed only when the equipment is closed and it is generally assumed 121 that they can recover the full performance of the equipment. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that addresses the simultaneous operational 138 and cleaning planning of production and utility systems considering unit performance 139 degradation and recovery, unit commitment constraints and cleaning resources aspects (i.e., 140 selection of alternative cleaning options, maximum availability of cleaning resources). 141
Problem Statement 142
The simultaneous planning of production and utility systems constitutes the subject of this 143 study. In particular, the principal focus of this work is on the detailed operational and cleaning 144 planning of the utility system considering traditional and alternative condition-based cleaning 145 operations. Performance degradation and recovery are considered for the utility units that are 146 subject to condition-based cleaning. Alternative options for cleaning tasks with respect to the 147 duration, resource requirements and costs are also studied. The resulting problem is formally 148 defined in terms of the following items: 149  A given planning horizon divided into a number of equally-length time periods  .
150
 A set of utility types  that are produced from a number of utility units  with
151
given maximum (minimum) operating levels ( , ) ,
, ). For every utility unit 152 ∈ , the minimum (maximum) runtime after its startup ( ), the minimum idle time 153 after its shutdown ( ) and the costs for startup ( ) and shutdown ( ) are defined. 154  A set of final products  with known demand profiles ( , ) that can be produced 155 from a number of processing units  and maximum (minimum) production levels 156 ̂ ( , , ) , (̂ ( , , ) , ). For every processing unit ∈ and final product ∈ , fixed 157 and variable requirements for utilities are given ( ( , , ) and ( , , ) , respectively). 158
Fixed and variable operating costs for the processing units are also considered ( ( , ) , 159 and ( , )
, , respectively). Each processing unit is linked to a set of inventory tanks for 160 final product ( ∈ ) and to a set of inventory tanks for utilities ( ∈ ). 161  A set of utility-dedicated inventory tanks  that are connected to processing units 162  . These inventory tanks usually have a given maximum (minimum) inlet total 163 flow ( , , ) ( ( , , ) ) and maximum (minimum) storage capacities ( , ) , (
,  A set of product-dedicated inventory tanks  with maximum (minimum) storage 165 capacities ( , ) , (
. 166  A number of cleaning policies for the utility units are considered. More specifically, a 167 utility unit could be subject to: (i) flexible time-window offline cleaning ( ∈ ) with 168 given earliest ( ) and latest ( ) starting times, (ii) in-progress offline cleaning 169 carried over from the previous planning horizon ( ∈ ), or (iii) condition-based 170 cleaning ( ∈ ) with known degradation rates ( ) for the utility units. Furthermore, 171 two types of condition-based cleaning tasks are considered, namely: online cleaning 172 tasks ( ) with given recovery factors ( ), and offline cleaning tasks ( ). 173  A set of alternative cleaning tasks options ∈ . For each utility unit ∈ ( ∪ 174 ), there is a set of alternative cleaning tasks options that are characterized by 175 different durations ( ( , ) ), cleaning resource requirements ( ( , ) ), and costs ( ( , ) ). 176  Given purchase prices (or penalty costs) for acquiring utilities or final products from 177 external sources, ( , , ) , and (
,
respectively. 178
 A given time-varying electricity price profile ̅ . 179
Some additional considerations of the problem under study follow. All parameters are assumed 180 to be deterministic. Also, the demands for the final products should be fully satisfied. And, the 181 inventory tanks for utilities could be connected to multiple processing units. 
For instance, according to constraints (1), if a utility unit has not been operating in the previous 220 time period but operates in the current time period, then a startup takes place (i.e., ( , ) = 1 221 and ( , ) = 0). Parameter ̃ denotes the operating status of utility unit just before the start of 222 the planning horizon. If the utility unit has been operating just before the start of the planning 223 horizon, then ̃ = 1, otherwise it is zero. Constraints (2) excludes the simultaneous realization 224 of a startup and a shutdown action. If startup and shutdown costs are included in the objective 225 function, constraints (2) could be excluded from the optimization model, since their 226 corresponding values will tend to zero. 227 228
Constraints (3) model the minimum runtime ( ) for a utility unit after its startup. These 229 constraints ensure that if a utility unit startups at a given time period , it will operate for at 230 least time periods. 231 Parameter ̃ describes the initial state of each utility unit with respect to its minimum 242 shutdown time, and corresponds to the total number of time periods at the beginning of the 243 planning horizon that utility unit has been continuously not operating since its last shutdown. 244
Obviously, constraints (3) and (4) are needed only if the durations of the minimum runtime and 245 minimum shutdown time are greater than a single time period, respectively. 246
In addition, there may be a maximum duration of a continuous operation of a utility unit ( ∈ 247 ), called here a maximum runtime ( ). Usually this reflects in a way the performance 248 deterioration of a unit during its operation and is used to prevent major mechanical damages 249 and reduce the energy-inefficient use of the unit; when no more sophisticated methods for the 250 performance degradation are considered. The maximum runtime for a utility unit is given by: 251 for the all these time periods that there is a known cleaning resource requirement (̃( , ) ). 286 
For utility units that are not subject to a condition-based cleaning policy, a flexible time-289 window offline cleaning policy ( ∈ ) is usually employed. In general, these types of 290 cleaning tasks have known durations and they should start within a given time-window = 291
[ , ]. Constraints (7) ensure that the flexible time-window cleaning task for each utility 292 unit ∈ starts within its corresponding time-window. 293
Notice that fixed offline cleaning tasks can also be modeled through the above constraints 295 simply by setting equal the earliest and starting times (i.e., = ). 296 4.1.2.3 Extra power consumption for utility units (deviation from clean condition). 297
In this study, the condition-based cleaning of a utility unit is modeled through the extra power 298 consumption of the unit ( ( , ) ) due to the deviation from its full performance (i.e., when the 299 unit is completely clean). There can be an extra power consumption only in periods that the 300 utility unit is under operation and this extra power consumption cannot exceed an associated 301 upper limit ( ), as given below: 302
It is considered that the condition of a utility unit, which here is expressed by the extra power 304 consumption, is related to its cumulative time of operation ( ) from its fully clean condition 305 and the corresponding degradation rate ( ) according to the following set of constraints: 306
According to these constraints, if a utility unit is operating (i.e., ( , ) = 1), its extra power 308 consumption is equal to ( , ) , otherwise it becomes zero from constraints (8). The performance degradation and recovery of the utility units is expressed through their 311 cumulative time of operation. It is assumed here that a utility unit can retrieve its full 312 performance after the occurrence of a condition-based offline cleaning task. This is expressed 313 by a zero cumulative time of operation, as given by: 314 (1 ) ,
Parameter is a sufficient big number. 316
The evolution of the cumulative time of operation for any utility unit that is subject to 317 condition-based offline or online cleaning is given by constraints (11) and (12), respectively. 318
Observe that the proposed modeling approach allows a utility to be able to be subject to both 321 offline and online condition-based cleaning tasks, if needed. 322 4.1.2.5 Condition-based online cleaning tasks. 323
Some additional constraints for the condition-based online cleaning of utility units are included 324
here. The duration of an online cleaning task is equal to a single time period. Constraints (13) 325 ensure that online cleaning could take place in a utility unit at a given time period only if the 326 unit is under operation. 327
In addition, there is usually a limitation on the frequency that online cleaning can take place in 329 a utility unit in order to avoid potential damage or other negative effects on the performance 330 on the unit. Constraints (14) ensure that the necessary minimum time between two consecutive 331 online cleaning tasks ( ) on a utility unit is satisfied. 332
Parameter ̃ provides the initial state of any utility unit ∈ with respect to its last 334 online cleaning. This parameter represents the total number of time periods that have passed 335 since the last online cleaning of a utility unit at the beginning of the current planning horizon. 336
Operational constraints for offline cleaning tasks. 337
Constraints (15) ensure that if an offline cleaning task takes place on a utility unit, that unit 338 remains closed (i.e., ( , ) = 0) for the whole duration of the selected offline cleaning task 339 option. And, constraints (16) relate the two operating binary variables for offline cleaning tasks. 340
For the condition-based offline cleaning tasks, earliest and latest starting times should be set 343 equal to the first and the last period of the planning horizon, respectively. 344
Resource constraints for cleaning tasks. 345
In every time period, there is a limited amount of available resources for cleaning operations 346 ( ) shared by all types of cleaning tasks considered in this study. 347
Parameters and ( , ) correspond to the resource requirements for online cleaning and 349 different offline cleaning task options, for every utility unit. Parameter ( , ) denotes the 350 duration of each offline cleaning task option. 351
Production of utilities. 352
The operating production level of any utility unit (̃( , ) ) should be between its corresponding 353 lower and upper bounds ( ( , ) , and (
, ) when the utility units operates, as given by: 354
UT min UT max i t i t i t i t i t X Q X i I t T (18) 355
A utility unit may produce at the same time more than one utility types (e.g., a combined heat 356 and power unit). Then, constraints (19) specify the amount of any utility produced by each 357 utility unit ∈ per time period. 358
,,
Parameter ( , ) stands for the stoichiometry coefficient that relates the operating level of the 360 utility unit with the produced amount of each utility type that is coproduced by the utility 361 system (e.g., heat to power ratio of a combined heat and power unit). 362
Inventories for utilities. 363
To continue with, the utility system contains a number of utility-dedicated inventory tanks. 364
These inventory tanks can receive utilities ( ( , , ) ,+ ) from the utility units that are connected 365 with, according to: 366 (  ,  ,  ) 
B e E z Z t T (21) 369
The utility balances in the utility-dedicated inventory tanks are given by: 370 Parameter ̃( , ) provides the initial inventory for each utility inventory tank, variable ( , , , ) ,−
372
gives the amount of utility type that leaves its inventory tank so as to satisfy the corresponding 373 demand for utility of the connected processing units at each time period. Minimum and 374 maximum inventory levels for these inventory tanks are also set: 375
,, 4.1.5 Demands for utilities -The link between the utility and the production system. 377
Constraints (24) constitute the linking constraints between the utility and the production 378 system. More specifically, the utilities demands of each processing unit consist of: (i) fixed 379 utilities requirements depending on the operational status of the processing unit, and (ii) 380 variable utilities needs depending on the production level of the processing unit. 381
UT FP e n t e z n t n g e n g t n g e n g t e z Z Z g G
NS B Q K e E n N t T (24) 382
Notice that variables ( , , ) give the amount of unsatisfied demand for each utility type per 383 time period from the internal utility system. The acquisition of utilities from external sources 384 is allowed here but it is highly undesirable and for this reason a very high purchase or penalty 385 cost is typically introduced. 386 387 4.2 The Production System 388 389 4.2.1 Constraints related to the operational status and production level of the processing units. 390 391
The production system consists of a number of processing units that can produce the final 392 products. The operation of the processing units along with the product-to-unit allocation are 393 modeled through the following binary variables: 394 (  ,  ,  ) 1 if final product is produced in processing unit during time period , 0 otherwise.
There are two main constraints for the processing units. More specifically, for every time 396
period, there is a limited number of products ( ) that a processing unit could produce, 397 according to: 398 (  ,  ,  ) ,
Additionally, the produced amount of a final product should be within the lower and upper 400 production level bounds ( ( , , ) , and ( , , )
, ) of each operating processing unit, as given by: 401
,, 
Hence, the material balances in the product-dedicated inventory tanks are given by: 407
Parameter ̃( , ) represents the initial inventory level for each inventory tank, variable ( , , ) ,−
409
provides the amount of final product that leaves its inventory tank in order to satisfy the 410 corresponding product demand at each time period. Minimum and maximum inventory levels 411 for each inventory tank are defined as shown below: 412
,, Variables ( , ) give the amount of unsatisfied demand for every final product per time period 418 from the internal production system. The purchases of final products is highly undesirable and 419 for this reason a very high purchase or penalty cost is typically used in the objective function. 420
In the case that final products purchases are not allowed, ( , ) represent the lost sales of final 421 products. 422
Objective Function 423
The optimization goal is to minimize the total cost of the production and the utility system. The 424 total cost involves: (i) fixed and variable operating costs for processing units, (ii) cost for 425 purchasing final products and utilities from external sources, (iii) startup and shutdown costs 426 for utility units, (iv) total power consumption costs for utility units, and (v) cleaning costs for 427 online and offline cleaning tasks for utility units. The objective function is shown below: 428 ,
In the above expression, all small-letter symbols multiplied by the optimization variables 430 correspond to cost coefficients. A description of them is provided in the Nomenclature. 431
Special Case: No Storage of Utilities 432
In fact, some types of utilities cannot be stored usually due to several factors, such as their 433 unstable nature, lack of good storage technology, and high storage energy needs. An example 434 of such a type of utility is compressed air, whose storage is usually avoided due to high storage 435 energy needs. Generally speaking, the absence of storage tanks for utilities in practice often 436 results in a different layout for the utility system, where the utility units are connected directly 437 to the processing units via connecting lines (e.g., pipelines). A representative layout of such 438 utility systems can be seen in Figure 3 of the first case study considered in the paper. From the 439 operational point of view, in this case the selection of which utility unit is connected to which 440 connecting line (and thus to which processing unit) is an additional decision to be made for 441 every time period. Typically, multiple utility units may serve a connecting line and utility 442 property constraints should be considered for the utility units that serve the same connecting 443 lines. For instance, in the case of a network of compressors, which is displayed in Figure 3 , the 444 outlet pressures (i.e., the property here) of the compressors that serve the same connecting lines 445 at any given time period must be the same. Then, the utility unit to connecting line assignments can be modeled according to: 470 
Remarks 489
The optimization frameworks presented in this section have been formulated in such a way that 490 considers the complete set of parameters that define the initial state of the overall system. For 491 this reason, the proposed approach can be readily used in a rolling horizon framework to deal 492 with uncertainty aspects of the problem. 493
Finally, notice that one could solve the planning problem of just the utility system by replacing 494 the right hand side of the constraints (24) having as a reference the highest demand observed throughout the planning horizon. Demand 540 is assumed to be deterministic. In addition, Figure 5 shows the electricity price profile over the 541 planning horizon. 
Results of Case Study 1 550
The resulting optimization problem has been modeled using the general algebraic modeling 551 language GAMS and solved by CPLEX 12 in an Intel(R) core(TM) i7 under standard 552 configurations and a zero optimality gap. The optimal solution was found in about half an hour. 553
554
Figure 6. Case Study 1: Optimal operational and cleaning plan for the utility system. 555 556 Figure 6 presents the optimal plan for the operational and cleaning tasks for the network of 557 compressors (i.e., the utility system). More specifically, this Gantt chart shows for each 558 compressor: (i) its active header connection at each time period, (ii) the selected offline 559
cleaning tasks options and their corresponding timing, and (iii) the online cleaning plan over 560 the 30-day planning horizon. Compressors startups, shutdowns and header changes can be seen 561 in this Gant chart as well. According to Figure 6 , compressors 3 and 10 remain shutdown 562 throughout the total planning horizon. According to the historical data and the operators' 563 experience, this is basically due to the fact that these compressors are less-efficient compared 564 to the other compressors. In addition, it is observed that exactly five compressors are operating 565 at each time period in order to satisfy the total demand for compressed air. More specifically, 566 three large compressors and two small compressors operate simultaneously from the beginning 567 of the planning horizon until day 13, two large compressors and three small compressors 568 operate at the same time from day 14 to day 22, and one large compressors and four small 569 compressors operate simultaneously from day 23 to the end of the planning horizon. This 570 decrease in the number of operating large compressors throughout the planning horizon is 571 partially due to the decrease of the total demand for compressed air after day 14, as shown in 572 Figure 4 . The higher number of operating large compressors during the first half of the planning 573 horizon is also due to the initial state of the system where three large compressors were under 574 operation at the end of the previous planning horizon (see Table 3 ). 575
According to Table 3 , compressors 2, 5, 7, 8 and 9 have been operating just before the 576 beginning of the current planning horizon. As it can be seen in Figure 6 , compressors 2 and 577 5 operate (except of a three-day offline cleaning break each) throughout the planning horizon, 578 however compressors 7, 8 and 9 shutdown in day 14, day 3 and day 22 (and do not start 579 again until the end of the planning horizon), respectively. Since the initial state of these three 580 large compressors are quite similar, their observed shutdown sequence reveals their energy 581 consumption performance. In other word, the more energy-inefficient compressors shutdown 582 before the others (i.e., 8 shuts down first, followed by 7 and 9 is the last to shut down). Once 583 compressor 8 shuts down, clean compressor 11 starts up and operates until the end of the 584 planning horizon in order to meet the demand for compressed air in processing unit 2. As 585 expected, the initial state of the system influences the optimal solution. 586
To continue with, it is observed in Figure 6 that compressors 4 and 5 interchange headers in 587 day 30. In that day, there is a significant increase in the demand for compressed air in 588 processing unit 3 and an important decrease in the demand for compressed air in processing 589 unit 1 (see Figure 4) . These demand fluctuations in tandem with the output mass flow rates 590 and the performance of these compressors in day 30 might have triggered this interchange of 591 headers. 592
According to the optimal plan of cleaning tasks displayed in Figure 6 , there are six online and 593 two offline cleaning tasks. More specifically, there are two online cleaning tasks for small 594 compressors 1 and 2, and one online cleaning task for large compressors 9 and 11. Offline 595 cleaning tasks are observed for small compressors 5 and 2 in day 11 and 20, respectively. In 596 both cases the offline cleaning tasks option 1 has been selected. This cleaning task option has 597 the highest cleaning cost but the shortest duration in comparison with the other cleaning task 598 options. Therefore, it seems that the optimal solution tends to maximize the total number of 599 operating periods for compressors 5 and 2 which might be an evidence of their higher energy-600 efficiency per compressed air unit produced in comparison the other compressors. The 601 compressor with the most cleaning tasks is compressor 2 that undergoes two online and one 602 offline cleaning tasks in order to restore its performance and increase its total operating period. 603 Also, notice that because the performance recovery has been modeled as a proportional 616 function of the cumulative operating time, the lower the performance level of the compressor 617 (i.e., higher cumulative operating time), the higher the performance recovery after an online 618 cleaning task. For instance, as it can be clearly seen in Figure 7 , the performance recovery of 619 compressor 1 in day 23 is considerably higher than that in day 15. 620
In general, it is observed that most cleaning tasks take place in compressors performance levels 621 lower that 50% and especially below 20%. For example, compressor 5 reaches a performance 622 level below 20% in day 10 and this incites an offline cleaning task to start in the next day. A 623 similar trend is observed for compressor 2. Before day 16, there are two online cleaning tasks 624 to partially restore the performance level of compressor 2. In day 16, compressor 2 is at a 625 critical low performance level and the option of performing an additional online cleaning tasks 626 in next day has been chosen against the option to shut it down. This online cleaning task 627 partially restores the performance level of this compressor and allows it to operate for three 628 additional time periods before undergoing an offline cleaning task in day 20 so as to restore its 629 full performance. The performance level of compressor 2 is very low in day 19 and there are 630 only two available option for the next period: (i) to shut it down, or (ii) perform an offline 631 cleaning task. Notice that there is not available the option of an online cleaning task because 632 the minimum time between two consecutive online cleaning tasks in the same compressor is 633 eight days, but there was an online cleaning took place in day 17. 634
Some compressors, such as compressor 7 and 8, shutdown when their performance levels 635 reach a certain level and remain idle throughout the remaining planning horizon. At this point, 636
it should be emphasized that having in hand the compressors performance levels profiles, the 637 decision-maker may decide to perform offline cleaning operations to compressors 7 and 8 so 638
as to restore their full performance level, in case they need to operate them in the next planning 639 horizon. Offline cleaning tasks could be performed on the idle compressors 3 and 10 as well. 640 The normalized outlet mass flow rate profiles for each small and large compressor, with respect 647 to its corresponding maximum mass flow rate, are displayed in Figures 8 and 9 , respectively. 648
Compressors that remain shutdown throughout the overall planning horizon are not included 649 in this figures. It is observed that small compressors tend to operate in maximum load while 650 large compressors operate in a broader range and they basically cover the demand fluctuations. 651
Especially, compressors 2 and 5 operate at their maximum load in all their operating time 652 periods, since they are among the most energy-efficient compressors when operating at 653 maximum load. Meanwhile, compressors 1 and 4 are less energy-inefficient in a broader 654 operational area and some fluctuations on their mass flow rates are observed. Figure 9 shows 655 that none of the large compressors reaches its maximum load. On average, compressor 11 656 operate in higher loads than the remaining large compressors. 657 Figure 10 displays the profiles of the normalized total demand for compressed air of the 662 production system and the normalized power consumption of the utility system (i.e., 663 compressors network) throughout the overall planning horizon. These profiles have been 664
normalized with respect to their corresponding highest values observed. In general, the 665 normalized total power consumption of the utility system is higher in time periods with high 666 normalized total demand for compressed air. The purpose of this figure is to highlight that these 667 profiles show a quite similar pattern trend, which it was actually expected and it is mainly due 668 to the absence of inventory options. 669
670
Figure 11. Case Study 1: Total percentage of operational and cleaning cost for the 671 compressors network. 672 673 Figure 11 shows the breakdown of the major cost terms considered during the optimization. 674 Namely, these cost terms associated to the network of compressors account for: (i) the startup 675 and shutdown operations, (ii) the power consumption, and (iii) the online and offline cleaning 676 tasks. As expected, power consumption costs contribute most to the total cost. The cleaning 677 cost is the lowest cost term, despite of the fact that the most expensive offline cleaning task 678 options have been selected. Overall, the total number of cleaning tasks is moderate. Also, more 679 online than offline cleaning tasks are chosen, and partially this is due to their associated lower 680 cost. The high power consumption cost is mainly due to the total high demand for compressed 681 air. 682 Figure 12 displays the normalized total ideal power consumption profile throughout the 30-day 686 planning horizon; having as a reference the maximum ideal total power consumption reported. 687
It can be seen a significant ideal total power consumption reduction from day 8 to day 9, which 688 is due to the fact that the peak of the total demand for compressed air is in day 8, followed by 689 a rough drop in day 9 (see Figure 10 ) resulting in lower total outlet mass flow load. Similar 690 observations can be made for day 26 and day 27. 691 692 Figure 13 . Case Study 1: Normalized total extra power consumption cost profile. 693 694 Figure 13 shows the normalized total extra power consumption cost profile. This extra power 695 consumption is a result of the deviation of the performance of the compressors from their full 696 performance (ideal). In day 23, there is a low total extra power due to: (i) the low total demand 697 for compressed air, (ii) the full performance recovery of compressor 2, and (iii) the partial 698 performance recovery of compressor 1. The peak of the total extra power consumption cost is 699 observed in the last time period, and this result is mainly due to the absence of terminal 700 constraints for the performance level of the compressors at the end of the planning horizon. power cost per unit of compressed air generated. In this case study, small compressors are more 707 energy-efficient than large compressors, since they feature lower power cost per unit of 708 compressed air generated. In other words, small compressor generate more compressed air for 709 the same amount of power consumed compared to the large compressors. In particular, 710 compressor 2 followed by compressor 5 are the most energy-efficient. Recall that these small 711 compressors operate at their maximum load in all their operating time periods (see Figure 8 ), 712 and this fact favors them to be more energy-efficient according to the historical data and 713 previous operation experience of the plant. Also, one can observe that small compressor 1, 714 which is characterized with more outlet mass flow load fluctuations away from its maximum 715 load than any other small compressor, is the most energy-inefficient small compressor. 716 Therefore, the results have validated that more fluctuations and especially in operational 717 regions farther than the maximum outlet mass flow load result in less energy-efficient use of 718 the small compressors. Compressor 11 is the most energy-efficient large compressor. This is 719 because it operates at higher loads than any other large compressor for more time periods (see 720 Figure 9 ). According to Figure 14 , compressor 8 is the least-efficient operating compressor, 721 and this actually explains the fact that it operates just for three periods. 722
Case Study 2: Simultaneous Planning of Utility and Production System (Single-Utility 723
Single-Product Case). 724
This case study focuses on the interaction between the utility and the production system of a 725 production facility. The utility and the final product can be stored in dedicated storage tanks. 726
Flexible time-window offline cleaning tasks are considered here. There are different options 727 for these cleaning tasks. In contrast to the previous case study, the demand for utility is an 728 optimization variable here that is driven by the given demand for the final product. Figure 15  729 depicts the layout of the production facility that consists of a utility and a production system. 730
total power cost with respect to compressor load total power cost This illustrative example considers six utility units ( 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) that generate a utility 735 type which can be stored in a storage tank . The interaction of the utility and production 736 system takes place through the supply of the utility to the production system. Three types of 737 processing units ( 1, 2, 3) are considered which need utility type in order to produce the 738 final product . The final product can be stored in a storage tank . Small utility units ( 1 and  739 2) have a lower and upper bound generation level equal to 10 and 45, respectively. Large 740 utility units ( 3, 4, 5 and 6) have a lower and upper bound generation level equal to 15 and 741 60, respectively. to the information given in Table 5 . This example considers three alternative flexible time-747 window offline cleaning tasks options (q1, q2, q3) that are characterized by different durations, 748
cleaning resources requirements and associated costs, as provided in Table 5 . No condition-749 based cleaning is considered in this case study. Table 6 shows the operational costs for utility 750 and production system. 751 752 
50
Initial inventory for final product.
759
The parameters that define the initial state of the utility and production systems are given in 760 Table 7 . In addition, Figure 16 shows the normalized demand for the final product, having as 761 a reference the peak demand value. In contrast to the previous case study, the daily utility 762 requirements are not given but they are a result of the optimization. The electricity price profile 763 is the same as in the previous case study, as given in Figure 5 . 
Results of Case Study 2 767
The resulting optimization problem has been solved using GAMS/CPLEX 12 in an Intel(R) 768 core(TM) i7 under standard configurations and a zero optimality gap, and the optimal solution 769 has been reached in few seconds. 770 The initial condition before the beginning of optimal scheduling horizon according to Table 7  786 has some influences on the result of optimal schedule. Utility unit 4 continue to operate with 787 total runtime is 22 days before cleaning (̃ =12 days) which is less than maximum runtime, 788 of 30 days (refer to Table 4 ). The utility units 5 and 6 remain offline mode at the beginning 789 of optimum scheduling horizon. The utility unit 5 starts up in day 9 and continue operating 790 until reaches its maximum runtime, of 22 days which is exactly on day 30. Meanwhile, 791 utility unit 6 operates in day 2 until day 21 because it has reaches maximum runtime, of 792 20 days (refer Table 4) . 793
Figure 17 also shows the operational status of processing units ( 1, 2 and 3). Processing 794 unit 2 operates on 30 days optimum scheduling horizon because the operating cost for 795 processing unit 2 is the cheapest compared to other processing units, as shown in Table 6 . In 796 most time periods, it is observed that when processing unit 1 operates, processing unit 3 797 remains idle, and vice versa. operate at their maximum runtime, which is 22 and 20 days, respectively. It is also observed 812 that, at certain time period, the utility units operate at minimum capacity when utility demand 813 is sufficiently supplied by other utility units. This is due to the relatively high shutdown costs 814 compared to power consumption costs, for this reason the optimal solution prefers to continue 815 operating these utility units at minimum capacity and avoids shutting them down. For instance, 816 in day 25, three utility units ( 1, 3, and 5) operate at their minimum capacities while utility 817 units 2 and 4 operate at their maximum capacity. The total amount of utility supplied by 818 utility units 2 and 4 are actually sufficient for that period. However, due to high shutdown 819 cost for the other utility units, they continue operating at their minimum capacities. 820 This is due to high final product demand on that day. 828
829
Figure 21. Case Study 2: Normalized total generated utility and utility inventory 830 profiles. 831 832 Figure 21 displays the normalized profiles for: (i) total utility generated by the utility system, 833 and (ii) the inventory of the utility. In days 11, 19, 24, and 28, there is no utility inventory level. 834
The reason of low or none utility inventory level are due to the high amount of utility 835 requirements from the processing units in order to satisfy the demand for final product. For 836 example, the normalized utility inventory level in day 23 is only about 1% which is related to 837 low inventory level from previous period but high utility generated. Other observation is that, 838 the generated utility remains almost at the same level from day 12 to 17. This is due to the fact 839 that, some of the utility units are offline for cleaning tasks (see Figure 17 ) and the remaining 840 online utility units are operating at almost maximum capacities on those days (see Figure 19) . the actual final product demand profile (refer to Figure 16 ). This trend is expected because no 848 final product is purchased from external source throughout the time period. The final product 849 demand is sufficiently fulfil by the processing units. The trends for both profiles suggest that 850 if the final product demand is high, the inventory level in storage tank should be lower for 851 example in day 4, 10, 18 and 25. On the other hand, if the final product demand is low, the 852 inventory level is significantly high as observed in day 6, 14, 15, 16 and 20 respectively. 853
The comparison of the trend for generated utility profile ( Figure 21 ) and generated final product 854
profile (Figure 22 ) shows the same trends for both profiles. For instances, when the production 855 of final product is high then the generated utility is high as well and vice versa. For example, 856 the production of final product increases from day 3 to day 4 and generated utility is also 857 increases on the same days. Similar trends are observed from day 6 to 7 and day 18 to 19 as 858 well. Figure 23 shows the breakdown of the total costs for the utility and the production systems. 862
The types of cost for this case study are divided into: (i) the startup and shutdown operations, 863
(ii) the power consumption, (iii) the offline cleaning tasks, and (iv) the operation of production 864 system. As expected, 55% of total cost is due to the power consumption from the utility units 865 due to high final product demand. The second highest cost is startup and shutdown costs which 866 about 34%. The processing cost and cleaning cost are relatively small which about 6% and 5% 867 respectively. Overall, the operational costs which consist of power consumption, startup and 868 shutdown and processing units costs are the major contributors of total costs. 869
Case Study 3: Simultaneous Planning of Utility and Production System (Multiple-870
Utility Multiple-Product Case). 871
In this case study, we extend further the previous single-utility single-product case study by 872 considering two utility types and two final products . Condition-based online and offline 873 cleaning tasks for the utility units are considered. And, the operational tasks for the processing 874 units and the operational and cleaning tasks for the utility system are optimized simultaneously. 875
Description of Case Study 3. 876
Case study 3 considers five utility units ( 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) that supplies two utility types ( 1, 877 2) which can be stored in their associated storage tanks ( 1, 2). The utility types are 878 consumed by the processing units ( 1, 2, 3) to produce two types of final products ( 1, 2) 879 that can be stored in their dedicated storage tanks ( 1, 2). cleaning tasks options (q1, q2, q3) as mentioned in Table 5 in the previous case study are used. 887
Utility unit ( 1) is considered as small utility unit and utility units ( 2, 3, 4 and 5) are regarded 888 as large utility units. This assumption is based on their lower and upper bound generation level. 889 Table 8 and 9 show the main parameters for this case study. Table 10 demonstrates the 890 operational costs for the utility and the production system. 891 892 Figure 24 shows the normalized demand for final products 1 and 2, having as a reference 904 the highest demand value of both products (i.e., 120). The demand for 1 follows a uniform 905 distribution from 40 to 100 and the demand for 2 a uniform distribution from 50 to 120. 906
907
Figure 24. Case Study 3: Normalized daily demand profile for final products. 908
Results of Case Study 3 909
The resulting optimization problem has been solved using GAMS/CPLEX 12 in an Intel(R) 910 core(TM) i7 under standard configurations, and the optimal solution was found in few seconds. can observe that at certain time periods, there is no production of some of the final products 935 while the demand for these products is satisfied through the corresponding product inventories. All online and offline cleaning tasks can be seen in Figure 26 as an increase in the performance 941 level of the utility units. For instance, it is observed that full recovery of the performance of 942 utility unit 1, 3 and 5 when their associated offline cleaning tasks occur. For utility unit 2, 943 a partial performance recovery is observed after online cleaning tasks in day 11 and 21. Most 944 cleaning tasks take place when the performance levels get lower than 50%. 945
Utility unit 1 has one online cleaning on day 11 to partially restore its performance level and 946 continue operating until reaches critical performance level on day 19. The next day, utility unit 947 1 shuts down to undergo an offline cleaning task to restore its full performance. Figure 27 shows the normalized total generated utility and inventory profiles for utility type 1 952 and 2. The generated utility profiles for both utility type 1 and 2 report quite a similar trend. 953
At most of the time periods, the generation levels for 1 and 2 are above 60% as it can be 954 seen in this figure. The generated utilities on day 14 and 15 are lower than the other days 955 because some utility units are under offline cleaning tasks. Low or none inventory levels are 956 observed for utility type 1 and 2 on certain days, demand for final products is high and the 957 inventory level of final products or utilities on the previous day is low. Figure 28 shows the normalized total production and inventory profiles for final products. The 964 normalized production of final product 1 and 2 is quite similar to the profile of the demand 965 for products shown in Figure 24 . In certain days, there is none or low final products inventory 966 level. For example, there is a zero inventory level for final product 1 in day 3, 21 and 22, 967 because the inventory is used to meet a part of the demand for 1 in these days. Of great 968 importance is the fact that there are no purchases of final products from external sources, since 969 the demands for final products is fully satisfied by the production system. The types of cost are divided into: (i) the startup and shutdown operations for the utility units, 976
(ii) the power consumption of the utility system, (iii) the online and offline cleaning tasks, and 977 (iv) the operation of production system. Startup and shutdown cost for processing units have 978 been considered negligible in this example. The power consumption remains the highest cost 979 term at about 43% of the total cost, followed by the processing unit cost at 25%. The total 980 power consumption associated with utility units' operation and performance degradation. 981
Finally, the startup and shutdown cost for the utility system and the cost for online and offline 982 cleaning are 21% and 11% of the total cost, respectively. 983 7.2.1. Sequential approach vs simultaneous planning of production and utility systems. 984
At this point, in order to highlight the importance of the simultaneous planning of the 985 production and utility systems, the same case study has been solved considering a sequential 986 approach. More specifically, the planning problem of the production system is first solved 987 using upper bounds on the total utility production at each time period. Then, the variables 988 associated to the production of final products (i.e., ( , , ) and ( , , ) ), which actually define 989 the utility requirements of the production system at each time period, are fixed. These utility 990 targets are then used in the planning of the utility system. The most important observation of 991 43% 11% 25%
21%
Power consumption cost
Cleaning cost
Processing cost Startup and shutdown cost the solution of the sequential approach is that there is a need for purchases of utilities from 992 external sources at more than half of the time periods. More specifically, there is a need for 993 purchasing a total of 1,750 units of utility 2. That means that planning problem of the utility 994 system would become infeasible if there is no option in practice of acquiring utilities from 995 external sources. Figure 30 displays the operational and cleaning plan for the production and 996 utility system along with the total purchases profile for utilities obtained by following the 997 sequential approach. 998
999
Figure 30. Case study 3: Sequential Approach. Operational and cleaning plan for the 1000 production and utility system and total purchases profile for utilities. 1001 1002
To continue with, the sequential approach reports a solution where the total startup and 1003 shutdown cost is increased by more than 11%. This means more major operating status changes 1004 that in the long-term could result in a shorter lifetime of the utility units, which will eventually 1005 result in a higher capital investment cost. Total cleaning cost is also increased by 14% if a 1006 sequential approach is used. 
